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JuliaSiedlTrio
CD OUT NOW

Good News

Julia Siedl Trio
Minor Music Records
Julia Siedl piano
Stefan Pista Bartus bass
Andjelko Stupar drums

MEDIA
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLJ72uUR8NI2j0azOG1ICXujLQAnqWAXsd
https://soundcloud.com/search?q=julia%20siedl%20trio

CONTACT/BOOKING

For General Inquiries Contact:
Srinivasa Goutham
WORKCENTER
goutham.iyengar@workcenterlive.org
+ 91 9176 316 238
www.workcenterlive.org
julia.siedl@chello.at
+43 676 7054322
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PRESS

The band brings exiting and rich compositions
to the stage that draw their inspiration from
many different corners, styles, cultures and
grooves. Julia is a very versatile and creative
pianist and composer which shows in her latest
Trio CD „Good News“. During the last years
she has been working with excellent artists
form the Jazz Scene , with musicians from
Brazil, West Africa, Syria, Argentina, from the
Balkans, among others. All these influences
appear in her music in a very organic,
emotionally touching and beautiful way. The
trio, together with Stefan Pista Bartus and
Andjelko Stupar, both among the top Jazz
players in Europe, has developed it´s own
sound and muscial language, full of energy,
color, harmonic richness, and natural
interaction. To watch and listen to them is a
totally enjoyable and unique experience for
every kind of audience worldwide. „Pianist
Julia Siedl is one of the most exiting
discoveries of the Austrian Jazzszene“
PRESS QUOTES

(Rondomagazin, Germany)
"…a true discovery in the confusing world of piano trios... a
charming and sparkling pleasure ... Julia Siedl masters the
entire tradition of modern jazz piano..."
(die Presse Schaufenster, Austria)
"... On Good News, she shows how profound, witty and
egalitarian a jazz trio can sound. With feminine elegance,
she combines the sensible with the sensual...""
(MICA, Austria)
“One thing can be said after hearing" Good News ": Julia
Siedl finally gives the proof that she is among the most
interesting and best protagonists of the white and black
keys in Austria. She immerses herself with an open,
undogmatic and refreshingly playful nature into the
language of jazz translating it into an enthralling musical
form that really shows the high art of modern jazz.”
(VOR Magazin, Austria)
"…impressively crafted and artistically
exhilarating…"
“Julia's compositions are powerful, emotional, deep and
beautiful...the band creates a unique, surprising and
totally satisfying listening experience.”
(Rob Bargad)

